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            LayRed XL Tiles
        

        
            Create a feeling of luxury at home: enjoy the grandeur of extra-large tiles in your interior.

Discover more
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             Check out this beautiful renovation with stylish Moduleo floors at Susanne and Jeromes house.

Read more
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Luxury vinyl flooring

Roots collection

Cleverly designed. Unique living.
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Luxury vinyl flooring

LayRed Herringbone collection

A classic reinvented.
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Luxury vinyl flooring

Moods collection

Creative designs. Your play.
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            Luxury vinyl flooring:

A space that truly feels like you

 Your home, it’s where you work, sleep, learn, meditate, cook, garden, work out and cool down. It expresses who you are. Now more than ever. So why not design it that way? We couldn’t agree more. At Moduleo, we are firm believers of self expression. It’s why we design vinyl floors in the first place. Because a space that truly feels like you, begins with a floor that feels like you.

Order free samples

Watch brandmovie
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                All light wood vinyl floors
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                All light stone vinyl floors
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                All grey stone vinyl floors
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                All patterned vinyl floors
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            Sustainable luxury vinyl flooring, suitable for any room
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Kitchen flooring
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Bathroom flooring
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Living room flooring
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            Creating the Roots vinyl flooring collection

A look behind the scenes

Read the interview
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Watch brandmovie
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Natural design
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Warm & silent
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Made to last







    
        
            

Benefits of

luxury vinyl flooring

	Warm & silent
	Made to last
	Looks natural, feels natural.
	Fit for underfloor heating and cooling


All benefits

Watch video

        

    


        

    




    
        




    
        
             100% Belgian 

100% Moduleo

 From researching and testing to designing and producing, everything is done in-house, in Belgium. Why? 

So we can be in charge of the entire production process and push the boundaries of our craftsmanship in every single step of it. 

It’s easier for us, better for the planet and good for you. 

Because your vinyl floor will turn out exactly the way we envisioned it. 

Made to last. On trend. And fit to match your unique way of living.

Read our story
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Roots collection
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LayRed collection
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Moods collection
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Find a retailer







    
        
            Moduleo Retailers

Quickly and easily find the best Moduleo dealer in your area.

View and compare all vinyl floors. Get personal advice and installation service.

Search for retailers
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